




















CTD Processing Notes
Fr06/91
D.J. Vaudrey

General.

        RV Franklin cruise Fr06/91 was a cruise into equitorial waters  north of Papua
New Guinea in conjunction with two moored arrays.  The first aim was to servive the Joint
Australian-Japan Moored Instrument Array on the Equator at 147¡E.  The second aim was to
complete a CTD survey and ADCP measurements in the New Guinea Coastal current in
conjunctin with a USA moored array.  Three CTD sections were completed across Vitiaz
Strait and one along the axis of the Strait.  
        A total of 44 CTD stations were carried out.  CTD#1 was used for the first
station and the conductivity cell failed during the cast.  The subsequent Stations were
all carried out with CTD #4.  The majority of casts were carried out to 2000 decibars
except where limited by bathymetry.  A total of 246 samples where available for
calibrating the Conductivity cell of which 192 were used.  Only 6 bottles were collected
on any one cast, thus limiting the samples available.  More samples where rejected
automatically due to large ranges in the sample burst data.  Many of these where
primarily due to steep gradients in the upper 250 metres of the water column.  Station 1,
a bottle test station, was carried out with CTD #1 and not calibrated due to the failure
of the conductivity cell on the down cast.  Some density inversions are apparent due to
salinity spiking associated with the steep gradients in both salinity and temperature and
interleaving of water massses through Vitiaz Strait.  The Dissolved Oxygen for Stations
14 to 44 exhibited an alarmingly consistent discontinuity at about 450 - 500 decibars
which may preclude reasonable calibration of the data.  This discontinuity is indicative
of a pressure related contact failure.

Station List

1.      Not calibrated. Bottle testing cast with CTD #1. Conductivity cell failure.
15.     Density inversion at 328.0 decibars.
16.     Density inversion at 340.0 decibars.
17.     Density inversion at 382.0 decibars.
18.     Density inversion at 304.0 decibars.
20.     Density inversion at 426.0 decibars.
23.     Density inversions at 136.0 decibars and 532.0 decibars.
26.     Density inversion at 576.0 decibars.
27.     Density inversion at 396.0 decibars.
28.     Density inversions at 116 decibars, 204 decibars, 206 decibars, 230 decibars, 308
decibars and 360.0 decibars.
30.     Density inversions at 104.0 decibars, 316 decibars and 470 decibars.
31.     Density inversion at 320.0 decibars.
32.     Density inversion at 290.0 decibars.
33.     Density inversion at 510.0 decibars.
34.     Density inversion at 586.0 decibars and 796.0 decibars.
35.     Density inversion at 490.0 decibars.
38.     Density inversion at 186.0 decibars and 196.0 decibars.

Calibration Information.
        
        Temperature  Coefficients (determined 13/9/91)
                Temperature Bias =1.0000
                Temperature Offset = -0.001oC

        Conductivity (Cell Factors)
                S.D Salinity following calibration =  0.0024 psu
        Offset Term     Cond Term       Stn. Dep. Term
        Stations   2, 10     pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0 ,edit=  2.8
         0.68105563E-01         0.10003216E-02  -.33115708E-07  ,   n =  40
                        std. dev. =     0.23442E-02
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        Stations   11, 20  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0,  edit=  2.8
        0.68136497E-01  0.10001195E-02  -.92315136E-08 ,   n =   48                     
std. dev. =     0.13444E-02
        Stations   21, 28  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0,  edit=  2.8
        0.71217061E-01   0.99964313E-03 0.67887947E-08 , n =   25                       
std. dev. =     0.24020E-02
        Stations   29, 35  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0,  edit=  2.8
        0.52708892E-01  0.10004701E-02  -.90283300E-08 ,n =    32                       
std. dev. =     0.30370E-02
        Stations   36, 44  pres. bounds       0.0  6500.0 edit=  2.8
        0.22338957E-01  0.10017597E-02  -.31670180E-07 , n =    47                      
std. dev. =     0.28902E-02

        Pressure Offset (Individual Stations)
station 002    offset = -8.20   station 003    offset = -8.30   station 004    offset =
-8.10   station 005    offset = -8.10   station 006    offset = -7.90   station 007   
offset = -8.40   station 008    offset = -8.30   station 009    offset = -8.40   station
010    offset = -8.80   station 011    offset = -8.40   station 012    offset = -8.20  
station 013    offset = -8.50   station 014    offset = -8.40   station 015    offset =
-8.10   station 016    offset = -8.10   station 017    offset = -8.20   station 018   
offset = -8.60   station 019    offset = -8.40   station 020    offset = -8.00   station
021    offset = -8.40   station 022    offset = -7.90   station 023    offset = -7.90  
station 024    offset = -8.30   station 025    offset = -8.10   station 026    offset =
-8.20   station 027    offset = -8.20   station 028    offset = -8.20   station 029   
offset = -8.70   station 030    offset = -8.50   station 031    offset = -8.10   station
032    offset = -8.10   station 033    offset = -8.00   station 034    offset = -8.00  
station 035    offset = -8.10   station 036    offset = -8.20   station 037    offset =
-8.30   station 038    offset = -8.20   station 039    offset = -8.30   station 040   
offset = -8.30   station 041    offset = -8.30   station 042    offset = -8.20   station
043    offset = -8.40   station 044    offset = -8.50                 
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